
6 Calypso Court, Alstonville

"Eden" - Modern Home Backing
Onto Nature Reserve
This beautiful designer home is situated in the popular

Panorama Estate and enjoys a large 1103sm flat block of land

that joins a pretty rainforest reserve. Immaculate inside and out

this home has been thoughtfully planned with great separation

of living, privacy and tranquility.

The home features four bedrooms, the main bedroom is

spacious and to one side of the home and has a large ensuite

with spa and walk in robe. The living room is large and there is a

modern well set out kitchen, open plan dining and air-

conditioned living space, all looking out to the glorious native,

well maintained gardens. There is a separate laundry and

internal access from a generous double garage plus ample

storage.
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Price
SOLD for

$565,000
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This property enjoys a modern street presence and sits at the

end of a quiet cul-de-sac while having a desirable north east

aspect at the rear. The gardens are a joy of colour with room for

a market garden, along with healthy fruit trees. There is

abundant wildlife from glorious bird life to friendly wildlife.

Homes that back onto such reserve areas are as rare as hens

teeth and those buyers looking for a quality, modern home in a

prestigious estate while enjoying a peaceful outlook will be

delighted with this property. There is room for a pool or shed,

or make the most of the fenced yard for the kids and family

pets to play safely. 

If you are looking for location and a modern quality home with

views this one is a must see. Call exclusive agent Melanie

Stewart on 0421 560 936.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified

whether or not that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other

in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no

more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in

order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


